Abstract-This work provides the comparison of different methods for the experimental determination of the phase center location of an antenna. The phase center position is determined by means of measured data obtained with a planar scanning system and computed with different methods: a least-squares fit method with and without weighting coefficients and a directivity-based plane wave spectrum (PWS) analysis method. A study of the phase center position for different microwave antennas is provided. The results of the different methods are presented and compared, along with the confidence interval of the phase center values due to the uncertainties of the acquisition system.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, wireless communication systems have become an issue of great concern. The possible services and applications to be provided by means of these wireless systems are very diverse and demanding [1] [2] [3] [4] . Thus, the requirements of the communication systems and terminals are very severe, as it can be easily seen in the literature [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The severe requirements usually imply the use of higher and higher working frequencies, such as microwave or even millimeter band [10, 11] . One important issue related to the radiating terminals is its proper and accurate characterization [12] and one usual problem is the accurate determination of the radiation pattern and the phase center of the antenna. This article is focused in this last topic.
The most common procedures to determine the phase center location of a radiating element are derived from spherical measurements. In these methods [13, 14] , the phase center is experimentally determined searching the equi-phase sphere around the radiating direction of the antenna. Thus, the center of the surface obtained corresponds to the phase center of the antenna under test [15] . In this case, phase measurements are obtained by rotating the antenna in the test zone, by means of a rotational measuring system. As a drawback, the rotational measurement systems at microwave or mm-wave frequencies suffer from accuracy problems, providing results with high level of uncertainty [16, 17] . This level of uncertainty in the phase measurements is translated directly into an uncertainty interval in the final computed value of the phase center of the antenna. Considering these uncertainties, the rotary joint of the spherical measuring systems is one critical problem: ripples are introduced into the amplitude and the phase values acquired, yielding the uncertainty of the phase pattern. The main purpose in this work is to explore the phase center determination avoiding spherical methods. Thus, in this work, different methods are proposed to compute the phase center position using planar acquisition systems.
In the document below, the main considerations about the planar measurement configuration used along with the different methods proposed for phase center determination are provided. In addition, the phase center determination for different antennas is computed in order to validate and to compare the different methods. Also reference of the confidence interval (1 − σ) of the phase center location is provided.
The document is organized as follows: In Section 2, different analysis methods for phase center determination are provided, together with their inherent confidence interval. Section 3 provides the experimental results of the phase center position of some microwave antennas, by means of the proposed analysis methods, along with the comparison between them. Eventually, in Section 4, conclusions are drawn.
PHASE CENTER DETERMINATION
Different methods for the computation of the phase center using a planar measuring system [18, 19] are considered in this work. These methods are provided below: Subsection 2.1 makes reference to leastsquares fit methods, meanwhile Subsection 2.2 makes reference to directivity-based methods. In Subsection 2.3, the uncertainty analysis Figure 1 . Setup for the least-squares fit method. The tip of the antenna is located at the origin of the coordinate system. The measurement grid is placed in the x-y plane at z = z 0 .
for these methods is provided.
Least-squares Fit
The computation of the phase center of an antenna by means of the least-squares fit method implies the comparison between the measured phase value at each point of the planar measuring grid and the theoretical expected one in the grid, for different distances z. For a range of distances, the one that provides the lowest error (difference between theoretical results and measured ones in all the points of the grid) is the one that determines the phase center position. To minimize the deviation between theory and measurements, the least-squares fit procedure is applied with both the theoretical and measured phase values, as given in Fig. 1 . Equation (1) yields the calculation of the minimum phase deviation for the least-squares fit, for different distances from the probe. Variables x n and y m identify the measurement points in the 2D x-y measuring grid.
where z 0 is the fixed distance from the outer plane of the antenna under test (AUT), located at the origin, to the measurement grid, z the distance from the tip to the phase center, and ϕ meas (x n , y m , z 0 ) and ϕ th (x n , y m , z 0 + z) are the measured and theoretical phase values at each point (x n , y m ) of the grid, respectively.
A possible variation of the method consists on considering weighting coefficients for the different samples of the summation. This variation is based on the next assumption: the values corresponding to points placed far away from the main radiation direction can be considered less representative in the phase value computation, meanwhile the ones in the main radiation direction are the fundamental ones. The weighting coefficients are identified with the values of the amplitude in the radiation pattern, normalized to the highest amplitude value as shown in (3).
where A mn (x n , y m ) is the normalized measured amplitude at each point of the grid. Figure 2 . Iterative phase center determination by means of focal length variation of the parabolic reflector to find maximum directivity and the corresponding location of the antenna phase center.
Directivity-based Analysis Method
The alternative method proposed in this work is derived from the idea of applying the antenna under test as a feeder for a parabolic reflector. The parabolic reflector transforms a spherical wave front to a planar one when the source of the spherical wave front is placed in the focus of the reflector. Thus, it is possible to determine the position of the antenna phase center by computing the directivity over a well-defined parabolic reflector. Then, in the proposed method, the z-coordinate of the antenna regarding the reflector is iteratively varied until its apparent phase center and the focus of the reflector coincide, yielding the global maximum of directivity. A planar wave front emerges only when the focus coincides with the phase center of the antenna. Fig. 2 outlines this scheme. The above-mentioned iterative procedure for the determination of the highest directivity value can be performed computationally using the measured radiation pattern of the antenna in the planar grid and a conceptual parabolic reflector antenna. However, the proposed analysis method may be simplified, considering that the available data comes from a planar acquisition system. The consideration of the conceptual reflector can be replaced with the calculation of the plane wave spectrum (PWS) of the equivalent array of sources, with the proper choice of the amplitude and phase value in each point of the array. Fig. 3 depicts the equivalent configuration to be considered.
The conceptual parabolic reflector is replaced by the equivalent array of sources placed at the measurement plane. The PWS of the equivalent array is as follows:
where, again, A mn (x n , y m , z 0 ) and ϕ meas (x n , y m , z 0 ) are the measured amplitude and phase at each point (x n , y m ) of the measuring grid, d x/y is the distance between points in the grid, k x and k y are the components of the wave vector in Cartesian coordinate system and m and n are the reference to the location of the different points in the grid. ϕ th (x n , y m , z 0 + z) is the expected phase value at each point of the grid, according to (2) . In this scenario, the phase center of the antenna coincides with the value of z 0 + z, which provides the highest directivity D max estimation from the PWS, according to (6) .
Uncertainty Evaluation
In the experimental determination of the phase center location, the confidence interval is as important as the final result and depends directly on the uncertainty in the outcomes of the measurement system [9] . Considering error propagation, the resulting uncertainty of each method is obtained, for the worst case. In order to obtain the uncertainty of the antenna phase center location, the global uncertainty of the different methods have to be computed, by means of the uncertainty of the electric field value measured at each measuring point of the grid, considering error propagation theory for the computation. The uncertainty of the least-squares fit method without weighting coefficients is given in (7). Meanwhile, the one including these coefficients is included in (8) .
where ϕ meas (n, m) and A (n, m) are the measured values and δ meas and δ A the associated errors. In the case of (6), its associated error is given in (9) .
PHASE CENTER DETERMINATION: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, different antennas are measured and the results obtained in the planar acquisition system are processed in order to derive the phase center position with the three methods previously mentioned. Three different microwave antennas are considered and measured at a number of frequencies within their frequency range.
Antennas under Test
Some details of the antennas considered for the evaluation and comparison of the different methods are provided in Table 1 . Images of some of these antennas are shown in Fig. 4. 
Measurement Setup and Measuring Facility
The planar setup for measurements is configured as follows (Fig. 5 ):
• A = z 0 = 1.57 m. • B = 1.8 m both in x-and y-coordinates. This dimension, together with z 0 , results in about a ±37 • field of view.
The pattern is acquired for a rectangular grid (∆x = ∆y = 10 mm, for the 10 GHz to 13 GHz band, and 15 mm, for the 7.25 GHz to 8.4 GHz band, respectively). The planar measurement system used in this work (in Fig. 6 ) is one of the measuring systems of the antenna measurement facilities of the Technical University of Madrid (UPM). This planar system is a highly accurate system, as it is calibrated for highly demanding measurement requirements. These facilities are a reference measuring laboratory for antenna measurement in Spain and Europe.
Probe Compensation
The antenna phase and amplitude patterns are corrected by means of the subtraction of the probe pattern, as the effects of the probe have to be eliminated from the measurements [20, 21] . The probe patterns (amplitude and phase) are acquired using two identical horn probes. The measured patterns contain information of both antennas working together and are corrected accordingly. The horn probes are calibrated horns of the measuring system and their phase center positions are accurately known.
Phase Center Location Results
The measurements acquired with the planar scanner system, subtracting the probe effect, are processed to derive the phase center position of the three different microwave antennas, with the different approaches previously described. Fig. 7 shows an example of the iterative procedure for the computation of the distance by means of the PWS method (directivity maximization). Figs. 8, 9 and 10 provide the phase center location results for these antennas. The tolerances of the planar measuring system considered in this work have been widely studied [22] [23] [24] , according to the literature [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , and they are not matter of this work. Information about different Phase δϕ 11
• tolerances of the measuring system is provided in Table 2 . In this table, the uncertainties of the different parameters and factors in the measuring system are provided: all of them configure the final global uncertainty value of each acquisition, in terms of measured electric field. According to the measurements and their processing, along with the system tolerances, a comparison among the considered methods, for the three antennas, is provided. Table 3 summarizes the phase center location results along with tolerances.
The above-mentioned results are based on the selection of the ±37 • field of view. Different choice of the field of view might result in slightly different phase center position. The phase center of the probe for each frequency and the distances of the measurement scheme are known and they are taken into account in the results. When the results are analyzed, it is stated that there is a slight difference between the PWS analysis method and the leastsquares fit method (either considering weighting coefficients or not). However, it can be noticed that least-squares fit methods are not considering any kind of tendency in the summation error: although the phase difference between theory and measurements can be positive or negative, only the square value is considered in the summation. This is not the case in the PWS method, as the phase error at each point of the grid, regarding the theoretical one, computes along with its positive or negative nature. Also a lower value of the error margin is obtained with the PSW method, compared to the least-squares fit methods, as it is provided in Figs. 8 and 9 . Furthermore, the proposed PWS analysis can be also applied in the design of reflector-based radiating systems, not only to decide the position of the antenna regarding the focus, but also to extract the possible directivity reduction in the complete system due to a possible small misplacement of the feeding antenna regarding the focus location.
CONCLUSIONS
At microwave and mm-wave frequencies, planar scanning systems are a proper alternative to rotation-based measuring systems. In this work, planar scanning is considered and measuring data are analyzed with different analysis methods for the phase center determination: the least-squares fit method with and without weighting coefficients, and the PWS analysis method proposed in this document. This last method, a directivity-based analysis method, provides valuable results as it gives importance to the application of the antenna under test as a feed of a parabolic reflector. Experimental results are obtained at different frequencies for three different microwave antennas. Although the results provided by these three methods are quite similar in terms of the antenna phase center location, the uncertainty of the phase center value and its interval of confidence is much lower in the case of the PWS method. Thus, although the least-squares fit method (either with or without weighting coefficients) is widely used for phase center determination, the PWS method provides better results in terms of accuracy.
